Centre for Sustainable Development organized a half day workshop for School Teachers on Climate Change under The Climate Reality Project India TCRP (formerly The Climate Project), the Indian branch of Al Gore’s Climate Change Leadership Program, at DAV School, Sundernagar (H.P) on May 21, 2014.

The workshop was conducted by Jitender Verma, President Centre for Sustainable Development. He gave an overview of the issues surfacing due to Climate Change across the world. He apprised the teachers on adaptation and mitigation efforts being undertaken across the world to fight climate change. The purpose was to unleash a global cultural movement demanding action on the climate crisis and involving the primary brigade i.e. teachers so that they can at their scale apprise the students regarding the burning topic. The worthy principal at the end of the workshop was quite enthusiastic to take up the issue further by letting the students of his school participate in such initiatives. He has shown his keenness to start two initiatives at DAV Sundernagar one is kitchen waste collection and other is Waste Paper Recycling. We hope to get engaged with DAV Sundernagar on these projects and bring about a behavioral change to contribute in the society.
The workshop involved the participation of forty one teachers from the school. The workshop aimed not only to apprise and sensitize the faculty but also to engage them and students to plan action projects in Climate Change. The workshop was coordinated by Mr. Mohit Chug, Principal at DAV Sundernagar.